
Roulette Dozens Tester 

 

“Roulette Dozens Tester” is a tool used to test roulette systems against the 2-1 odd bets for 
roulette.  

There are 6 spots you can place a bet on, each covers 12 numbers. 

Dozen 1: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 

Dozen 2:  13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24 

Dozen 3: 25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36 

Row 1: 1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22,25,28,31,34 

Row 2: 2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23,26,29,32,35 

Row 3: 3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30,33,36 

Getting Started 

There are 5 steps for each of the 6 dozens in order set up the roulette test. Each step appears 
as an group in the action column.  

Step 1: (Bet Progression) 

First choose which bet style you want to play.  

- Flat bet 
- Let it ride (parlay) 
- Progress on a win 
- Progress on a loss 

Next , enter the Flat Bet/Progression:  

Example:  1,2,3  

For flat bets, the first number in the progression will be used. 

Step 2: ('Let it ride' options) 

If you selected ‘Let it ride’ in step 1, then enter the 'Let it ride' options.  

‘Ride how many spins:’  this option lets you specify how many times your bet will parlay. 



‘Skim on a win:’ this option takes the specified skim amount off your bet before placing the new bet. 

 

Step 3: (Wait before betting) 

In this step, you can choose to wait for a certain amount of hits or misses before placing the 
bet. If the ‘wait again’ checkbox unchecked, then waiting before placing a bet happens at the 
start only. If it is checked, then waiting happens each time the bet wins. 

Step 4: (Grouping Options) 

Grouping options allow the dozens to be linked together. Link one more dozens together by 
adding them into the same group either A, B or C.  

Once the dozens are linked together, the behavior is determined by checking or unchecking the 
checkboxes in the ‘Wait for Others’ section.  

 ‘Wait for Others’ is Unchecked: 

Means that if one dozen in the group wins, then all dozens in that group reset their bets.  

‘Wait for Others’ is Checked: 

When a dozen wins, it waits for all the other dozens in that group to win before placing a bet 
again.  

Step 5: (Global Options) 

In global options you can set the bankroll, target profit, max spins and wheel type.  

If the bankroll, target profit, or max spins is reached, then the test run stops. 
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